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Unit Topic Complete

1 Collecting data

2 Averages

3 Vectors





Write the definition of Random

Use the word random within a sentence

Stephen traps 30 deer in the forest, tags them and releases them. 
A week later he traps 50 and 15 are tagged. He uses 
capture/recapture to estimate the total number of deer as 100. 
Write down 3 assumptions he must make. 

1) There are 477 people at a concert. 

Eric wants to pick a sample of 80 stratified by gender and age. 

i) Work out the number of adult males in the sample.

ii) Work out the number of female children in the sample. 

2) Taymar wants to estimate the number of fish in a lake.
She catches 60 fish from the lake and marks them with a dye. She then 
releases the fish back in to the lake. 
The next day, Taymar catches 70 fish from the lake, 8 of the fish have 
been marked with the dye..
Work out an estimate for the number of fish in the lake.

There are 2480 people in a town. 

1)

The stratified sample is selected with Men, Women and 
Children being the 3 strata. 

Complete the table. 

Male Female

Adult 57 83

Child 114 223





Explain the following words:

Estimated mean-

Modal class interval-





www

Give an example to explain what a “column vector” is. A shape is translated by the vector
In which direction does the shape move: 

up/down/left/right?
Give a reason for your answer.  

Here are two column vectors f =          and g =   

Work out  

(a) f + g

(b) f – g

(c) 2f + g

(d) 3f + 2g

(e) 4f – 3g

(f) ½ ( f + g)

ACD is a straight line.
(a) Write down the vector 
in terms of x and y.

(b) AC : CD = 2 : 1.
Work out the vector       
in terms of x and y.
Give your answer as simply as 
possible.


